Products & Services

Fabrications
- Replacement Parts - OEM & Custom
- Wear Liners / SkirtBoards™
- Housings / Hoppers
- Cones / Cyclones
- Screens / Grates
- Chutes / Flippgates
- Inlets / Transitions
- Elbows / Piping
- Fans / Spiders
- Augers / Screws
- Rotary Feeders / Air Locks / Pumps
- Bed & Bucket Liners
- Pulverizer & Mill Parts

Polymers
- Orange Urethane
- Blue Urethane
- Plain & Metal Backed Urethane
- Ceramic Embedded Urethane
- PCP100™ White UHMW
- PEP188™ Blue UHMW
- PEP190™ Black UHMW

Ceramics & Adhesives
- Basalt Tiles
- WC90™ Plain
- WC90™ Weldable
- WC90™ Nexttile
- WC90™ Pre-Engineered
- BarricAid™ Panels & Hose
- VB90™ Vacuum Bonded
- WC86N™ - Nitrate Bonded SiC Ceramic
- WC89R™ - Reaction Bonded SiC Ceramic
- Hanger Bearings
- Cerami-Bond™ - Tile Adhesive
- Premium 100% RTV Silicane

Quick Repairs
- Triple-Bead 90™ Wear Compound - Reg & Hi-temp
- Speed-Steel Repair Stickek™ - Reg & Hi-temp
- Fortify™ Concrete Repair

Wear Pipes, Elbows & Tee’s
- WC500™
- WC700P™ Plus™
- WearBack™ Elbows
- Wear-Bow™
- Tube Shields

Wear Castings
- WC14™ Hammers
- XP™ Bi-Metal Hammers
- SHC800™ Panels
- Mill Rolls
- Custom Castings

Wear Plates
- Guardian™
- INERTIA™
- WC400™

ITW Densit®
- WearFlex™
- WearSpray™
- WearCast™
- Mixer Rental
- Curing Compound
- Super-Isol™/1100™
- Densulate™

Rampart™ (WC810™ & WC880™)
- Rampart™ Blades
- Rampart™ Tips
- Rampart™ Bars
- Rampart™ ChocoBars
- Rampart™ Buttons
- Rampart™ Hammers

RubberLine™
- Piping / Elbows
- Flanges / Gaskets
- Pump Parts
- Tanks / Housings
- Custom Parts

Services
- Wear Specialist
- Field & Millwright Crews
- Project Management
- Shop/Fabrications
- Mill Roll Rebuild/Resurfacings
- Engineering
- Metal Testing
- Plasma Table Cutting
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